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NOTICE OF CP.A.."lGES TO THE SYSTEM 

NOS 1.2 Changes 

The following changes Hill be installed on Thursday, 9 August. 
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Don Mears installed a FORM command to the BATCHIO Decwriter command syntax. 
Don also repaired several problems with Decwriter output messages which have 
lingered since the KRONOS to NOS conversion. Additionally, Don installed two 
changes to DSD. 

1) The operator can now display and change memory as soon as the date is entered. 
Previously, these operations could not be performed until RMS had completed. 

2) The operator can now correct the recovered date and time before it is entered 
when a carriage return is entered for date and time. 

Don also added a random patterns section to the block transfer test portion of 
the T=>'< test in LKT. 

Narisa Riviere corrected CALLPRG so tha.t only dayfiles of tape copy jobs which 
fail are actually saved. 

NOS 1.3 Changes 

The following changes were installed on Sunday, 5 August. 

Tom Lanzatella corrected RESEX so that express data is actually retrieved. A 
previous cosmetic change to a common deck, COMCFSV, interfered with bookkeeping 
in RESEX. 
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Kevin Matthe~s altered lAJ so that if user protected files have been declared 
then special svstem files as well as user protected files are returned at the 
end of job ste~. Previously, tlPID (user protected file ID) had been equated 
with SSID (special systems file ID) in order to obtain this result. 

Don Mears installed the follmdng changes. 

1) DSD and LKT were changed as above. 

2) Decwriter processing was changed as above. 

3) A small syntactic error in the login header format was repaired. 

4) Modset TLXCSB was converted from NOS 460. This mod clears the sort bit for 
OLD, NEH and GM1E commands. 

5) EXPORT processing in BATCHIO was corrected so that BCOT jobs are not treated 
like SYOT jobs. 

6) Don installed some PSR code which corrects a possible lRI hang. 

7) Program lTD was altered so that lower case characters print at full speed. 

8) The job card job name field in the upper left corner of the banner page 
was changed to the system job name in lSB. 

Tim Hoffmann converted the modset DSIU23. This is a mod to DSDI, the deadstart 
dump analyzer, which analyzes TRT structure. Tim also converted the modset 
LFSS. This mod places the local name of a routed file into the system sector. 
Additionally, Tim introduced a source version of his program RELOAD which will 
be used by users to request permanent file reloads. 

Jeff Drummond installed the following changes. 

1) Jeff installed some PSR code to RESTART from PSR summary 496. This mod 
corrects an error where mass-storage files are not positioned correctly. 

2) Jeff installed some PSR code to CIO from PSR summary 496. This mod corrects 
an error where CIO can neglect writing an EOI after reaching a PRU limit. 

3) ROLLIN FILE BAD messages will now be intensified. 

4) The long-awaited PF accounting messages were installed. 

5) RETAIN processing was altered so that the message XXX CONVERTED TO DIRECT 
ACCESS.comes out first instead of last. For TXOT users, this makes indirect 
access and direct access RETAINs look the same. 

6) Most instances in the system 'vhere local code had been added to cause various 
B-display messages to be intensified were altered to conform with the CDC 
convention of using a $ as the first character of the message rather than 
setting the pause flag. 

7) Jeff introduced new programs OPS and cm~ENM to be used for PF accounting 
messages. 
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8) Program smm \vas converted to NOS 1. 3. 

}1arisa Riviere installed changes to CALLPRG as above. 

Brad Blasing ins tal led the follmving changes. 

1) Modset LDIOFF was converted to NOS 1.3. This mod disables LDI from all but 
system origin. 

2) E,P-display format was corrected. 

3) A system crashing error in lAJ processing of LOADER requests was corrected. 

PROPOSED CtLI\NGES TO THE SYSTEM 

The Big Apple - by J. J. Drummond 

Hell, it looks like the 6400 (or its replacement, the 170-720) \vill soon be 
converting to NOS; and that means: CONSOLIDATION! The arguments against 
consolidation have been carefully packed away while the arguments in favor of 
consolidation have been dusted off and again thrown into the fray. 

I am not against consolidation. On the contrary, I am strongly in support of 
it. It is because of this support that I am \Vriting this article and attempting 
to lay to rest this recurring nightmare. The 6400 has, for too long, been a 
pa•vn on a political chessboard with our users and the systems group paying the 
price for these consolidations and de-consolidations. I believe that it's time 
to start treacing the 6400 (and its users) as a legitimate part of UCC. 

lfuat I a;:J. prc_Josing is a complete consolidation that will not only provide the 
best service co our users but will make it difficult (if not impossible) for us 
to ever undertake the folly of de-consolidation again--not only for our own sake, 
but for the sake of our users a.s well. My specific recommendations, which I 
hope the systems group will endorse, are as follows: 

1) Provide the 6400 \vill access to the shared packs and run the 6400 in multi
mainframe mode along with the Cyber 74 and the Cyber 172. Besides providing 
access to a common CALLPRG index (as opposed to an obsolete index), this 
will also require and/or allow some additional changes (see below). 

2) Because of (1), we will have to have common VALIDUZ files whereby all user 
numbers exist on all mainframes. This can be done in the same way the 
Cyber 74 and Cyber 172 have similar VALIDUZ files or else move towards a 
single global family (with either lots of disk accesses or else lots of 
auxiliary packs). 

3) Because of (1) and (2), we can have common queues that will allow 6400 users 
to have files printed, punched and plotted \vith the same corrrrnands that arc 
used on the Cyber systems. This will eliminate the XMIT/TRANSIT/SEND kludge 
that has been plaguing UCC for over five years. 

4) Because of (3), we will have to have a corrrrnon accounting system. This means 
more than just similar programs producing similar reports. 6400 user numbers 
should be charged directly for pages printed, etc. I sincerely hope that the 
days of 6400 users having to know Cyber user numbers/passwords will soon be over. 
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5) Because of (l) through (5), all three systems should remain together ~·:it h 
the same version of the ope·rating system. New releases should be weigh.::d 
with staff and users of all the systems in mind. That is, a common o p?. r - ~ t l.ng 
system with its numerous advantages should be a major consideration a t UCC. 

l/111///// 

COPYSBF Eight Lines/Inch - by S. E. Collins 

I would like to propose two new options for the COPYSBF control card to facilitate 
the generation of eight line/irich listings. 

PD=n 
PS=nn 

would allow the selection of six or eight lines/inch. 
would allow the specification of page size. A page eject would be 
forced after every nn lines copyshifted. 

1111//11// 

Forgetfulness - by T. J. Hoffmann 

Since some users (possibly many) forget to 
jobs, I propose adding a message to SUB.r-HT 
exists when he issues the SUBHIT command. 
and be sent to the control point dayfile. 
* NOTE: PERNA:.~ENT DAYFILE EXISTS.* 

//Ill///// 

DEBUG - by T. J. Hoffmann 

purge their dayfiles from SUBHIT 
that notifies the user that a dayfile 
The message would print to output 
The format is: 

Under NOS 1.3, CDC has a product called Cyber Interactive Debug (CID). This 
product is partially controlled via the TELEX command "DEBUG". There is also 
a UCC product known as DEBUG, and a minor problem surfaces. When typing DEBUG 
(in the BATCH subsystem), TELEX stuffs a$ in front of it, and attempts to load 
DEBUG off the system. However, since UCC's DEBUG is FETCH-type, an error occurs. 
To alieviate this problem, I propose the following, please pick your favorite: 

1) Disable the DEBUG command when in BATCH mode. Even though UCC does not 
currently support CID, we might in the future. Disabling the command in 
BATCH, but leaving it active in FTN and BASIC (where it works for CID) would 
be easier for users in the future. 

2) Disable the DEBUG command totally by removing it from TELEX's cow~and table. 
This saves a fe\-1 words in TELEX, and gives a more clear error to non-batch 
users. Currently, typing DEBUG causes the message "DEBUG- NOT IN SYSTEN." to 
be issued. Removing the command from TELEX would then give "ILLEGAL CONi'IAND". 

3) Move UCC's DEBUG from FETCH-type to control statement callable. This way the 
$ would not cause any problems. It also makes it a bit nicer to use DEBUG. 
However, this might cause some confusion to FTN/BASIC users who might be 
familiar with CID and receive a funny prompt from UCC's DEBUG instead of 
DIG's response. 

Hy favorite is the first one, but the others have their merits. A *brief''' discussion 
at the meeting would be appreciated. 
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l////////1 

CHKTRT - An Easier \.Jay of Handling Disk Errors - by T. J. Hoffmann 

Currently, if someone discovers a disk with some sort of linkage error, the 
system often has to be deadstarted, or else have someone play with DDF for m-:h.Ue 
to find the error and correct it. However, CHKTRT can be used to simplify things. 
There is a routine in DSDI which examines track chains, and reports on the exact 
error. This check can only be done on an EDD dump tape, which required a dead 
start. CHKTRT has this track chain verify routine and a few calls to RSB to 
read the TRT's in the running system. Thus, if a disk has a linkage error, 
CHKTRT can be used to quickly find the exact error, and DDF can possibly be 
used to correct it. 

Currently, only the CM and ECS TRT's are examined, but prov1s1on has been made 
to also scan the disk copy (this code isn't done yet, it requires some sort of 
PPU request to read the stuff off of disk). 

Following is the documentation on CHKTRT. 

EQ=Equipment Number 
This parameter is required. The equipment number specified must 
be a mass storage device. 

L=Error List File 
The default is 'OUTPUT'. 
are sent to this file. 

The listing of the track chains in error 
The actual track chains are written to the 

"L=" file, along with the error message. 

C=Chain List File 

D 

The default file name is "chains". 
all track chains and any errors, it 
be one complete set of track chains 
requested). Errors can be found by 
is in columns 1-6. 

This is the complete list of 
will be quite large. There will 
for central, ECS, and disk (if 
locating the string 'error', which 

If specified, the disk copy of the MST/TRT will be examined, by default, 
the central memory MST/TRT is examined, along with any ECS MST/TRT that 
might exist. 

CHKTRT can be called in either of two ways, both of which require system origin. 
First is: X.CHKTRT( ..• ) This will call CHKTRT to examine the device given in 
the parameter list. If any errors are detected, the console editor "026" is 
called. If no errors are found, CHKTRT completes and produces no output. 

The other call is under "DIS". In this case, "026" is not called regardless of 
any errors. 

SYSTEJ-1 HAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 

Last Heek's Systems Group Heeting- by T. W. Lanzatella 

In my absence last week, Kevin Hatthews was kind enough to present the lone 
proposal by Steve Collins. Steve's proposal to alter the way that XEDIT Y and Z 
commands are treated >vas accepted (see DSN 5, 14 p. 115). 
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1111/11111 

CALLPRG and Library Tape News - by H. R_lviere 

On August 5, the NOS 1.3 Library Tape and CALLPRG index had the followin~ 
modifications: 

J. :t-Iundstock replaced HNFCLIB with a new version where record FORSYS== was 
changed to avoid some input/output problems on MNF programs. 

J. Strait replaced the PASCAL compiler and its library. The ne~v products are 
updated with modifications needed for the new level. This modification included 
the change of the heading labels, the updating of CPM function codes and changes 
in the error exit processing. 

I replaced records RELCLFM, RELCOVL, RELCPFH and RELFCPH on the arithmetic 
section of FORTR._<\N by their equivalent SYSLIB routines CPULFM, CPUOVL, CPUPFH 
and CPUCPH. 

H. Frisch installed LINPACK, a linear algebra library, as a CALLPRG fetch type 
package. This modification also took place on the current index. 

I have not been noticing many modifications to CALLPRG products in order to 
update them to the 485 level. Please refer to WRITEUP,UPGRADE for information 
about Hhen a program needs to be recreated to run on the ne\v System, and proceed 
to update your 485 CALLPRG index packages an,d/or entries if needed. 

////////// 

Cyber Deadstart Dump Analysis from Honday, 23 July through Sunday, 5 August - by 
D. W. Hears 

Tuesday, 24 July 

15:10 (DD32) Cyber 172 
CPUNTR got a mode error during the processing of an illegal RSB request. We 
have a fix for this. 

Wednesday, 25 July 

21:27 (DD4) Cyber 74 
CPL~TR got a mode error (illegal instruction). We have not finished analyzing 
this dump, but this appears to be the problem where a user program gets a mode 
error the same time a PPU inititates an exchange jump and the mode error gets 
transferred to CPU HTR. This happens a couple times a year. 

Friday, 3 August 

16:25 (DD3) Cyber 74 
DSP hung Hhen EXPORT called it to release a file to the input queue. The FNT 
entry indicated that the system sector had been formatted, but it contained 
junk causing DSP to hang trying to load a nonexistent mass storage driver. 

Saturday, 4 August 

06:05 Both Nachines 
Both machines went dmm due to a power failure. 
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111/1/1111 

TELEX and TELEX PDP-11 Crash Anal ysis (7/ 23 - 8 /5) - by D. W. Mears 

There were no TELEX crashes during this period. 

1//ll/1111 

Plotter and Plotter PDP-11 Crash Analysis (7/23- 8/2) -by D. W. Mears 

The plotter was reloaded once because it would not go ready. 
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